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Children’s Angelic Light + Flashcards for Children’s Angelic Light 

Children’s Angelic Light TM is a new energy that was channelled by Nicole Lanning and her 
son Reiss. Children’s Angelic Light TM attunes you to angels that mostly work with children 
and the issues children may have and this will help them to grow and develop into well-
grounded adults. This attunement can also be passed onto children which makes it very 
unique. The only thing the founder does ask is that if you attune a child to this energy then 
they should understand what is being done for them. Also that they believe in the Angels 
and the gifts that the Angels can and will give. 

There are 13 Archangels/Angels, their properties, attributes and symbols. The 
Angels/Archangels that you will be attuned to are: 

- Naarai - Archangel of Children 

- Barachiel - Guardian and provider of the children of God. 

- Mihr - Angel of friendships. 

- Shushienae - Angel of Purity. 

- Afriel - Angel of Youth. 

- Dina - Angel of learning, Knowledge and Wisdom. 

- Elijah - Angel of Innocence. 

- Yves - Archangel of Destiny. 

- Rehael - Angel of Respect. 

- Isda - Angel of Nourishment. 



- Maion - Angel of self Discipline. 

- Samandiriel - Angel of Imagination 

Children’s Angelic Light – Children’s Version 

The above, but for the child to read. 

Children’s Ladybug Protection 

This lovely empowerment was channelled in by Nicole Lanning, with the help of her son and 
daughter.  It works very well with children, as well as adults.  In the manual, you will learn all 
about ladybugs, legends and myths of the ladybug, symbolism, attributes, how to use this 
form and how to pass on the attunement to others.  This is a lovely system which brings in 
beautiful energies. 

Reiki for Children 

Awesome comprehensive 168 page manual. In today’s uncertain world, children are our 
strength. It is within the child that our world and the Universe expands and grows. This book 
opens the door to the Universal Life Force, for those wonderful expansive minds of the 
youth of today. Not every child is ready for the power of Reiki, those that are, shall benefit 
remarkably for the contents of this extraordinary work. What each child learns is a respect 
for the sacredness of Reiki. It aids them in connecting to the Universal Life Force, which is 
Universal Love. Reiki teaches an individual: “Just for today, I will not worry, Just for today, I 
will not anger, Honor your parents, teachers and elders, earn your living honestly. Show 
gratitude to everything.” Today when using the name of GOD in our own Pledge of 
Allegiance to our Flag is questioned, there must be an acceptable value which we may teach 
our children that circumvents the norm of dogma. 
I plead you to reach out, touch our growing seeds, those which we planted and nurture 
them with the enlightened path of understanding, which will take their hands, open them to 
understanding and guide their paths to a higher good. One bereft of violence. It is our duty 
as parents, as leaders of people, to teach the little people how to become honorable big 

people. To whom the world will look to with RESPECT. 
Indigo Children’s Light 

This form can be used by the Indigo's themselves or can be used by the parent of the Indigo 
to help not only the parent to help the child but also the child as well. This is a multi-
functional form that can be used for healing issues with Indigo's on an emotional and 
spiritual level - not a physical one. This form can also be used with helping the parents to 
handle and cope with Indigo's problems by sending healing to the child. This form can also 
be used by an Adult Indigo as well to help them cope with the emotional and spiritual 
aspects, development as well as healing. 

Crystal Children’s Light 

You can use this new energy form to help deal with the typical issues that Crystal's face now 
a days especially dealing with issues of fear and protection and creating safe places where 
they do not feel vulnerable and can open and use and discuss their abilities. This form can 
be used by the Crystal themselves or can be used by the parent to help the child. This is a 



multi-functional form that can be used for healing issues with Crystal's on an emotional and 
spiritual level - not a physical one. Crystal children - even the little ones can use this form. 
Their vibrational rate and natural born abilities will already know how to use this form. 

Inner Child Reiki 

Healing the Inner Child Reiki connects you to spirit and your inner child to bring healing, joy, 
laughter, and childhood wonder of spirit to you. It also connects you to your personal 
guardian angels of the Inner Child. The energies of this attunement will fill you with love and 
joy, and heal those childhood memories that are painful. It helps you to allow your inner 
child to come forward with love and happiness. 

You may begin to experience that childhood eagerness of looking forward to doing 
something special you have been wanting to do. You may find that you are filled with more 
self-love and fairy like awe of the beauty and love of life. Your Inner Child will be able to 
step forward and help you learn to laugh and experience a truly joyful heart! 

This is a nice attunement to give to a child, as it will reconnect them to their child within, 
whilst the outside world tries to force them to grow up and be responsible. 

Rainbow Children’s Light 

This energy form is for parent's to help their own Rainbow Children. These children do not 
need to be attuned to this form as they are already connected to everything in the Universe. 
They have already been shown this new energy. This is designed to help the parents to 
relate and understand these beautiful children. This can provide protection, help with 
communication, and work on areas in need of healing. 

Color Reiki for Children 

Colour Reiki for Children is a form of energy attunement that permits adults to attune 
children to the vibrational level of the different colours that correspond to the energy 
vibrations of children's light being. Colour Reiki is very easy for children to use as children 
are used to working with colour. This attunement to the vibrational energies of colour helps 
and guides children in their own personal development with energy. They will enjoy bringing 
in and using the energy of each colour as and when they need it. 

Within the manual is information on each colour, a colour breathing meditation and 
instructions on how to pass on the attunement. Only persons aged 18 or over can pass on 
this attunement, although children can receive the attunement. 

Angel Reiki for Children 

Angel Reiki for Children is a distant Reiki attunement that will connect you with 20 angels. 

These angel will help and guide children in personal development. Angel Reiki for Children 

also helps guide you with recommendations for semi-precious stones and colors to soothe 

children souls. 



 The manual explains the 20 different archangels and what their purpose is in healing 

children. The manual also teaches you what colors can assist a child on particular things they 

need healing with. It is my personal belief that children are very open and receptive to 

subtleties like color healing, archangels, gemstones and other metaphysical energies. 

Therefore children can easily use this type of energy if you choose to share it with them. 

The attunement is for adults. We can choose to attune our own children with it or just use it 

on them. I think anyone that has children or works with children can benefit from this 

activation. 

The manual gives you many situations that children can be faces with and how to use the 

energies of Angel Reiki for Children, as well as color therapies, gemstones energies and such 

in helping children through those situations. 

Rainbow Orb Empowerment 

The Rainbow orb was channelled specifically to help sufferers of agoraphobia, anxiety and 
high levels of stress. The system is also gentle enough for children to be attuned to, and to 
be taught how to create their own etheric rainbow orbs. We forget that the children also 
suffer a great deal with stress and anxiety connected with school, peer pressure and worst 
of all bullying which can make them feel very alone. 

The rainbow orb can be used in healings as well as in times of need. By creating 1 or more 
rainbow orbs that are placed over your chakras you will infuse the rainbow energy from the 
orb into the chakra being treated. This helps with any discomfort that is felt during times of 
anxiety. 

 


